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SUB, IFO face off

Winona State faculty strike possible
by Lisa Gillen
Winona State University Inter
Faculty Organization (IFO)
representatives are negotiating
with the State University Board
(SUB) to find out if a strike by the
teachers is necessary.
The central issue in contract
negotiations is not salary increase,
as students tend to believe, but
rather retrenchment of faculty,
according to Rod Henry, president
of the WSU IFO.
The main difficulties in this
contract are that there is limited

time and 25 articles unsigned," said
Henry. "This is a large section of
the contract, since there are only
30-odd articles in the contract."
The major issues, according to
Henry, are personnel files, the
length of time the material should
remain in the files; management
rights, the right of administration
to make decisions without
being
grievance
procedures
applied; faculty evaluation's,
language criteria and use of the
evaluations; promotion of ranks,
grievance of promotion not only
procedure and retrenchment, the
reduction of faculty with declining
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enrollment.
Studies project in the 1980s
there will be a decline in
enrollment, which means they will
retrench the faculty," said Henry.

strongly. "The IFO must attempt
to set the best economic package
possible with the new contract,"
Henry conveyed.

"There are approximately five
unresolved issues in the contract
negotiations that are of any
Continued on Page 5

The IFO has agreed not to grieve
program reductions demanded by
state legislature or SUB, if they
are mandated reductions,
according to Henry.
However, the IFO does want
grievability on program reduction
if the president retains the
managerial right to identify the
program, according to Henry.
Salary increase is an issue with
the strike, however it is only
secondary. In general, faculty and
teacher salaries have declined in
terms of payments as compared
with other occupations in the
present economy, according to
Henry.
"We are public employees and
we understand that we are public
employees," Henry stated

WSU Homecoming King Brian Guillette and Queen Michelle Lacy are
carried along the parade route early Saturday. For more on
Homecoming, see pp. 7-9. (Photo by Terri Poehls)
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WSU strives to meet demands of handicapped
by Harry Kline
It is always hard to put yourself
in someone else's shoes, but how
about their wheel chair or walker.
To the handicapped, just walking
up a flight of stairs could prove to
be impossible.

award was for outstanding efforts
in providing program accessibility
for the handicapped. In 1979 WSU
was again recognized for their
leadership by the Winona
Handicapped Awareness Action
Team.

That leadership started a
program in which the main concern
at the beginning was the
dormitories. Once accessibility was
provided through ramps, restroom
facilities and door adjustments, the
next step was the restoration of

the other buildings on campus.
Although
most
of
the
improvements are nearing
completion, two are lagging behind
with problems, the first being a
chair lift for the Memorial Hall

John Burros, director of facility
management, coordinates all
improvements for the handicapped
at Winona State. With the
program's projected cost at
$78,400, Burros hopes to have
things completed by late
November. Adds Burros, "As
handicapped people become more
aware of their rights to
accessibility, so too will those
rights demand to be heard."
Rights of the handicapped came
to be recognized in Federal
Legislation Bill 504. The bill states
that any federally funded program
or institution must eliminate
discrimination on the basis of
handicapped. To our school this
means that all buildings with steps
must provide ramps for
wheelchairs. In addition to
widening doors and lowering
operating controls on elevators,
public schools must also
accommodate wheelchairs through
elevator and restroom facilities.
Historically WSU was the oldest
teachers education institution west
of the Mississippi. Looking at
the buildings, it is obvious the
architects didn't have the
handicapped in mind when they
built the structures. Therefore,
WSU was behind in providing
accessibility to the handicapped.
Since the passing of bill 504 in
1973, Winona State has been the
leader in Minnesota for
handicapped accessibility. Twice
awarded for its diligence, WSU
was given the Robert Brunner
Award in 1978 by the Minnesota
Counsel for the Handicapped. This

Winona State University has recently installed ramps to aid the handicapped in entering buildings to attend
classes. (Photo by Kraig Howes)

Don't forget our 25c Pitcher Specials
every Mon. & Tues. Evenings!

Swimming Pool. This would enable
handicapped easier access to the
pool. The other major problem is
an elevator in Somsen. Both
projects are going through, and
projected dates are set for some
time next summer.
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Dr. Kane assigned to new position
in U.S. Army Reserve Corps
by Sharon Rooney
John Kane, vice president of
student affairs, has been assigned a
new position in the US Army
Reserve. After recently completing
a two-year assignment as
Commander of the 407th Civil
Affairs Battalion, Kane's new post

is assistant chief of staff for
security, operations, training and
intelligence for the 103rd Army
Reserve Corps Support Command.
Kane says he "looks forward to
his new duty" which will mainly
concern training for all units in the
cost command. He said he will

sometimes supervise other units
concentrating on the area of
readiness.
Kane expressed the importance
of the Army Reserve: to be ready
to support the regular Army if
called upon to do so by the
President.
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Kane will be travelling one
weekend each month to his new
headquarters in Des Moines, Iowa.
Kane joined the National Guard
when he was 17 years old, and he
has been in the Army Reserves for
close to 30 years. "I've enjoyed the
friends and have met many people
over the years," he said.
According to Kane, the Army
Reserve program is an excellent
opportunity for college students
since it offers good training and is
another form of financial aid.
Students who join the ROTC will
have their tuition and fees paid, as
well as $100 a month.

nininntwouffilln
Cold frosty beer by the pitcher or mug. From 1/2
lb. hamburgers to sizzling steaks. Fish Fry
Wednesdays and Fridays. Easy Prices. Live
entertainment.

Kane says that the educational
level in the Army Reserve is high,
with many college students and
graduates.

Dr. John Kane
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Wild Swan:
White wing tips

Snow Goose:
Black wing tips

Hunters! Watch Out
for Wild Swans!
When you hunt this year, look for two kinds of wild swans
— the rare trumpeter swan and the whistling swan.
Last year, hunters mistakenly shot nine trumpeters, believing they were snow geese. The
tragic accident was unnecessary. Wild swans
are easy to distingui0 from snow geese.
Know the difference between the two:
Wild swans — which are protected, nongame
birds illegal to hunt — have white plumage.
Their wing tips are pure white.
Snow geese — legal game birds in season —
are also white, but they have black wing tips.
Rare trumpeters are found year around, mostly in Hennepin County. Whistling swans migrate through Minnesota in late October and in November. The bodies of
swans are four to five feet long in flight, twice the size of
snow geese.
Help protect our wild swans. For more information on
how you can help Minnesota's nongame wildlife, write:
Nongame Wildlife Program, Department of
Natural Resources, Section of Wildlife, Box 7,
Centennial Bldg., 658 Cedar Street, St. Paul,
MN 55155.

SMC offers
course for
women
The Saint Mary's College
Continuing Education Program
will offer a six-week course
entitled "The. Professional Woman
Supervisor/Manager" from
October 15 through November 19.
Sponsored by the college's
Institute for Management and
Information Systems, the course
will offer woman with ability and
professional aspirations the
opportunity to develop concepts
and skills in planning, delegating,
evaluating, problem solving, and
decision making.
Warren Galbus, chairman of the
business
administration
department at Saint Mary's, will
teach the course on Thursday
evenings from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Although the course is designed to
be of special interest to women, he
noted, many men should find it
valuable as well.

Winona - 1415 Service Drive
LaCrosse - 1930 Rose Street
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For four days only, Oct. 15-18.
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The course fee is $54 and 1.8 trit
CEU's will be awarded. For preregistration and further details, ta
Contact Cleo McMillen, director of rfL
Continuing Education, at 452-4430, F
a.
station
1415,
or
write
to Fr
Continuing Education Program, tit
Room 132, Saint Mary's Hall, Saint
Mary's
College,
Winona, at,
Minnesota 55987.
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Corrections
The Winonan incorrectly spelled
Mary Wistrcill's name wrong in the
Conway Shower repair story.
Also,
photographer
Kraig
Howes' name was spelled Craig
Hauser.

Great Savings
Scarborough Fair
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Opinions
Noise amendment
aimed at students
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Recently, the Winona City Council passed an amendment to the city's noise ordinance. Unanimously
approved by the council, the amendment is nothing more
than a torpedo aimed at a single, very specific target —
students.
A bothersome aspect of the ordinance amendment lies
in the clause, "The use of sound amplification equipment
between the hours of 10 p.m. and 8 a.m. at Lake Park is in
violation of the act." Does this mean that any person
walking around Lake Winona after 10 p.m. on a given
night, headphones on, is guilty of violating a city law? It
must.
A request was submitted to the council in September
by a few Winona residents, asking for stricter
regulatory measures dealing with what was termed
"noise," but means "music." Since the incorporation of
this amendment, any violation is considered a
misdemeanor, punishable by a maximum penalty of a
$500 fine or 90 days in the Winona County Jail, or both,
depending on the judge's discretion.
The ambiguity of "amplification equipment" makes this
ordinance amendment an improbable one to enforce. This
must mean, if the law is to be taken literally, that car
radios must be turned off when a car is parked in Lake
Park after 10 p.m., or that a policeman must turn off his
walkie-talkie if he is travelling on foot through the park.
Another section of this newly-added amendment
begins, "Any party or gathering from which noise
emanates...," now it becomes apparent that this is more
geared toward music at parties than at noise in general.
A complaint by homeowners living near the park, or
next door to college students should be heeded, and we
must sympathize with such complaints. Yet, these
disturbances should be dealt with on a one-at-a-time
basis, not thrown together in one package and outlawed
through a single act of the council.
It may be possible that this amendment will cause more
problems by its lack of definition than it will solve.

D.D.
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Scholarship competition announced
The
Harry
S.
Truman
Scholarship Foundation,
established by Congress as the
official federal memorial to honor
the thirty-third President of the
US, is a permanent educational
scholarship program designed to
provide opportunities for
outstanding students to prepare
for careers in public service.
Harry S. Truman Scholarships
are awarded on the basis of merit
to students who will be college
juniors in the 1982-83 academic
year and who have an outstanding
potential for leadership in
government. To be considered, a
student must be nominated by her

or his college or university using
the offical nomination materials
provided to each participating
institution. Each scholarship
covers eligible expenses in the
following categories: Tuition, fees,
books and room and board, to a
maxiumum of $5,000 annually for
up to four years.
to
award
Authorized
scholarships to persons preparing
for a career in public service, the
Foundation defines public service
as participation in government,
with emphasis on potential
leadership ability. Careers at all
levels and functions of government

are specifically included in the
definition. Courses in history,
political science, public
administration, economics and
finance, and international relations
are among the areas of studies
considered by many educators to
be approprite for such a career.
To be considered for nomination
as a Truman Scholar, a student
must: 1. be enrolled as a
matriculated student pursuing a
degree at an accredited institution
of higher education during the year
year in which nominated. Students
in two-year colleges who plan to
transfer to a baccalaureate
program at another institution
may be nominated. 2. Plan to be a
junior pursuing a bachelor's degree
as a full-time student during the
1982-83 academic year. "Junior"
here means a student who has
completed more than half the
second year of college but not more
than half the third year before the
beginning of the 1982-83 academic
year. 3. Have a college grade point
average of at least "B" (or
equivalent) and be in the upper
fourth of her or his class. 4. Be a
US Citizen, or in the
case of nominees from American
Samoa or the Trust Territory of
the Pacific Islands, a United States
national. 5. Have selected an
undergraduate field of study that
will permit admission to a graduate
program leading to a career in
government.
W SU may nominate two
candidates who meet the above
qualifications. Anyone wishing to
be considered for nomination
should submit a letter stating
her/his qualifications and a
transcript of work done at all
institutions of higher learning to
either George Bates (Minne 203) or
James Bromeland (Minne 209) by
November 1.
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Strike: talks between SUB and IFO continue
Continued from Page 1
significance," according to Winona
State President Robert Hanson.
According to Hanson, the main
salary
increase,
issues
are
promotion
grievances
and
sabbatical leave.
"Negotiations are continuing,

anum.
At the
September
17-18
negotiation meetings, the IFO
adopted a position to end
negotiations on October 10, 1981.
With the termination of
negotiations, three options for
action on the IFO's part exist,
according to Henry.

binding arbitration. If this offer is
rejected, the last option is
available.
"The right to file intent to strike
notice begins with the expiration of
the 45-day mediation period," said
Henry. This may be exercised at
any time and a strike can legally
begin ten days after such notice is
filed, according to the IFO release.
"If the IFO believes that striking
is the only solution, we will be very
selective as to the time that we will
hold the strike; we will be very
united overall. We feel the support
from the faculty is there," Henry
stated. "It is our hope that there
will be no negative benefits to the
student," he added.

as few problems for the student as
possible," he said. "This may
involve shortening fall quarter a
little if the strike is short or it may
involve the cancellation of the
quarter if the strike is long and
effective."
"I . cannot emphasize enough,
however, that I do not think a
strike is imminent," Hanson
stated.
"We don't want to strike!"
Henry exclaimed. "Nobody wants a

strike, because the contract will
come sooner or later, but how we
get it is the main problem."
"There is potential for a
compromise, but our compromise is
limited," he said. "We are hopeful
in terms of settlement, but our
hopes are guarded."
When asked for comment on the
negotiations, Mike Russell, vice
president of student senate, stated,
"At least they are still negotiating,
so that's a good sign."

A strike will be strategically
planned according to Henry. The
seven state universities are not
operating on the same calander, he
explained, so the strike will be
planned to bring a quick resolution.
If planned correctly, the date of
the possible strike could give the
IFO a major advantage in dealing
with SUB, he said.
"The IFO Board of Director
hopes this will be settled without
that action," Henry stated.
Rod Henry
although it's my understanding
that the faculty team walked out
on October 8, but I would hope they
come back again and I think they
will," said Hanson, who is also a
member of SUB.
The walkout was over the issue
of sabbatical leave being automatic
after tenure (the permanent status
granted to a faculty member after
a trial period) will undoubtably
have some bearing on negotiations,
according to Hanson.

These options available to the
IFO are: "continued negotiations,
binding arbitration, or a vote for
the impass and strike," said Henry.
"The official position of the IFO
is that we do not want to strike.
We want the negotiations settled,"
he added.

"SUB has offered the IFO an 8.7
percent increase for the first year
and 8.4 percent for the second,
which is a compounded financial
offer totaling 17.8 percent fog the
The IFO says, the issue of • biennium," said Hanson.
sabbatical leave had already been
agreed upon by SUB and the IFO,
According to Hanson, this is
but SUB reneged on the agreement somewhat less than what some of
and pulled it off of the negotiation the public high schools have been
table.
getting in their settlements and
this is causing a problem with the
Hanson would not comment IFO.
further on this issue on the basis
that it could endanger the SUB
"The state of Minnesota has
side of the negotiations.
appropriated only so much money
for salary increase," said Hanson.
"It was not until June, after a He stated further, "If additional
series of negotiation meetings money is to be given to the faculty,
which began last December with there are only a couple of places to
limited response on the part of get it: lay off personnel, raise
SUB, that SUB made any major taxes, deallocate department funds
economic proposals," said Henry.
or raise tuition — all of these are
painful options."
These economic proposals were
a salary increase of 7% per anum,
"I think money is something
which was 2% more than SUB had that's important to them, and I
offered as of March 1981, according sympathize with the faculty, but
to Henry.
hope that they will put up with an
admittedly bad financial situation
"It would be seven percent for in Minnesota," he commented.
the first year, whatever the
appropriations are to maintain
According to an IFO release,
your (the State University) faculty, there will be no mediation or
then seven percent onto that for negotiation sessions scheduled
the following year," Henry unless both sides think something
explained.
can be accomplished by them. If
nothing dramatic happens during
The process of negotiations the October 8-10 negotiations,
continued until mid-July at which another option will be facing IFO
time the IFO team filed for Board members.
mediation, according to Henry.
With mediation, by September
Under the Public Employment
1981 SUB had offered an increase Labor Relations Act, either SUB
in salary of eight percent per or the IFO may call for final offer

Another issue in contract
negotiations is grievance of
promotion, Hanson said.
"Promotions are one of the very
few things we have left to reward
strong faculty and if this goes to an
arbitrator, sooner or later they will
be given to everyone and will be
automatic," he added.

President Robert Hanson

SUB doesn't feel that this is
negotiable and are standing firm
on this issue, he said.
"First, promotion advice is
received from a department and
from the chairperson. After
further advice from the dean of the
department and a recommendation
from the vice president, the
president of the university makes
the final decision on promotions,"
he said.
IFO
doesn't
want
The
department chairpersons to make
decisions on promotion and tenure,
according to Hanson.
"It is our contention that
chairpersons have a special role in
the department and their advice is
valuable to us in making a wise
decision," said Hanson. "Therefore,
the department chairperson should
not only be allowed to but should
be required to make
recommendations concerning
promotions.
"I think they're very close right
now to agreement," he said. "I feel
there are some substantial issues
yet, but I think that both sides
have modified and are very close.
"I would certainly hope there
won't be a strike and I frankly
don't think there will be a strike,"
he stated.
If there is a strike, however,
every effort will be made to keep
the university open, though there
will be some disruption, according
to Hanson.
"We will develop a plan to cause

les
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Oct. 16-17: Southbound
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Students take over Wings of Music
by Philip Duschanek
Two Winona State students
have recently gone into business
for themselves in Winona. The
business, Wings of Music, was
already established in the area, but
the new owners say they are giving
it a new twist.
These owners, Keith White and
Eric Norgaarden, took charge of
the business last spring and are
apparently making it work in the
Winona market place. The return
of the college students has done
more than a little to help, White
said. Sales have almost doubled
since the resumption of college
classes.
The business, 73 West Mark,
sells a variety of products.
Norgaarden said that the store
sells considerable numbers of
albums, tapes, posters and
novelties. The owners both agree
that the future of the music
industry lies in tapes. Top quality
and a reasonable price are the
arguments they used to back their
statements. They also noted that
one can get a top quality blank and
record their favorite albums at a
fraction of the price of the original
disc.
Unlike most area music shops,
Wings of Music buys and sells used
albums. "Other stores in the area
claim they can't afford to keep a

new release over six months,"
White said, "but by buying albums
that have withstood the test of
time we still make a profit and the
customers get albums they could
obtain nowhere else." Norgaarden
added, "we like to think of
ourselves as a fine wine shop and
other music stores in town as just
liquor stores." Collectors have
come from as far as St. Paul to
check the inventory, for those
albums that might bring many
times their sales price on the St.
Paul market.

one or both will probably soon be represent an opportunity for other
leaving the area. This could WSU students
with
similar

ITHIN>{ I'VE FOUND THE PROEM
PLATE INBAC/(SilY
"A4ADE77E u.5.A."

Both owners are studying mass
communications and business at
WSU and plan to graduate in the
near future. White said that the
Winona business community is
easier to get into than a larger
market. Their store is an excellent
experience for anyone who plans to
have a business related job. "It's a
lot of work when you're trying to
go to college at the same time,"
White said. Norgaarden stated,
"It's not only good practical
experience but it looks very good
on your resume."
Both agreed that getting into a
business while still in school is an
excellent idea for those who are
planning a business career. As
with all business, White said, if a
profit is not made the business will
not survive long.
Their plans are uncertain but

A special every day at the
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backgrounds to gain needed
experience.
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Some buildings to see new windows
by Bill Reuhl
Energy efficient windows will be
installed in Phelps, Pasteur and
Somsen Hall, said John H. Burros,
Winona State University director
of facilities management.
The current problem is too many
and too large single pane windows
with old frames and no weather
stripping, Burros said.
There are just too many
outdated windows on campus that
are costing more energy than they
are worth, said Burros. "In
Somsen alone there are over 300
windows," he added.
, According to Burros, the window

replacement for Phelps and
Pasteur will cost an estimated
$201,000 and was awarded to St.
Cloud Window Company.
"We are now in the preliminary
design phase for Somsen's new
windows," said Burros. Bids for the
Somsen window project will begin
in January.
New sliding aluminum windows
are planned to be installed in
Phelps Hall starting Dec. 1. The
top half of the present windows
will be replaced with an insulated
panel and the bottom half with a
horizontal sliding window (very
similar to dorm windows), stated
Burros. Pasteur's windows will
just have an extra pane of glass

installed, on each window, he
added.
"We want to preserve the
architectural integrity of the
building and still conserve
energy," Burros emphasized.
By eliminating some windows,
light will be shut out and replaced
with florescent lighting creating
proper, energy efficient lighting,
said Burros.
Proper lighting is set by
following the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration's
(OSHA) lighting standards, said
Burros. The lighting is measured
by foot candles.
A foot candle, FTC, is a
measurement of a one foot area
illuminated by one candle held or
placed one foot above that area.

C3

There has to be 70 FTC for
proper lighting in a general lecture
room or study hall. 100 FTC is
propert lighting for close lab work
and 2,500 FTC for an operating
room.

WINONA, MINNESOTA

Eating & Drinking

In keeping up with energy
efficiency, WSU may even go as far
as cutting down on present light
wattage, said Burros.

Establishment

Student Senators Needed

LIQUORS • COCKTAILS

has
Student
Senate
The
announced that there are two
senator at-large positions open.
Elections will be held at the
November 4 Senate Meeting.

BEER • FINE FOODS

The Student Senate also needs
non-senate members for its
committees.

West Fifth St.
Winona • Minnesota

1461 1/2 West Fifth
(across from Westfield Golf Course)
452.5100

Anyone who is interested in any
of these positons should fill out an
application in the Senate Office,
Kryzsko Commons.
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Pregnant?

`Rainbow Connection' a success for
WSU '81 Homecoming
by Leigh Davis

the music of Blaze.

The "Rainbow" made its
"Connection" for many people this
past week as Winona State
University celebrated its
Homecoming.

Blaze played again Saturday
night at the Mississippi Queen for
the WSU benefit dance.

The first to make the connection
were Brian Guillette and Michelle
Lacy who were crowned WSU's
Homecoming king and queen at
Thursday night's coronation
ceremonies in the Performing Arts
Center.

Despite threats of bad weather
more "Connections" were made at
the Saturday morning homecoming
parade. Winners in the float
competition were: Alpha Kappa
Lambda/Alpha Delta Pi, First
Place; Sigma Tau Gamma, Second
and Sheehan Hall, Third.

The coronation was sponsored
by the Wenonah Players and a
performance was given by the
WSU Swing Choir.

Other participants in the parade
were: The Winona County
Historical Society Caliope, ROTC
Color Guard, 407 Civil Affairs
Color Guard, the Grenadiers,
Mystique Color Guard, Alpha Xi
Delta float, Onalaska High School
Marching Hilltoppers, WSU
Warriorettes, 1981 Homecoming
Court, Lewiston High School Band,
President Robert Hanson, Winona
Distributing "Hamm's Bear,"
Floodplain
Fenciblis,
Brucie
Bumchuckles, Black Cultural
Awareness, Winona Clown Club,
Grace Lutheran Church float,
Stewartville High School Band,
Coalition of Campus Clubs and
Student Senate float, Miss Winona.

The homecoming dance was held
Friday night in the east cafeteria,
Kryzsko Commons and featured

Internationl
Students
Organization float, Bernadot and
Briggs,
Third-floor
Morey

Guillette is a sophomore from
Sheboygan, Wis. Lacy is a junior
from South St. Paul.
Court members were Janet
Arndt, Owatonna, and Jeff Baker,
Davenport, IA; Nancy Green,
Downer's Grove, Ill. and Paul
Brown, Austin; Terese Moore,
Anoka, and Todd Coyle,
Shoreview; and Tammy Tippery,
Praire du Chein, Wis., and Greg
Kapland, Allendale.

and afraid?

There is a friend who cares.

Shepard float, Winona Senior High
Miss Steps. Inter-Residents Hall
Council, Arcadia High School
Band, Sirloin Stockade "Bull,"
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
float. Goodview Fire Dept. and
WSU Cheerleaders, WSU and CST
float and Association of Political
Science Students.

irthright

452-2421

free pregnancy tests
free confidential help

A tailgate party was held at
little Maxwell Field for the general
public. The event was sponsored
by Alumni Affairs and the Warrior
Club.
The highlights of the Saturday
afternoon game were the halftime
activities. Starting off halftime was
a dance routine by the WSU
Warriorettes, followed by the
presentation of the winning floats.
The Homecoming court was
presented and then the 1981 king
and queen. The finale to halftime
came when nine unidentified men
and their "rum major" ran onto the
playing field and when promted by
the "drum major" the nine men
dropped their pants and "mooned"
the Winona crowd, displaying the
letters W-I-N W-I-N-O-N-A painted
on their rears.

Stop in and see

This raised the enthusiasm of
the crowd as they cheered the 10
men, but it little to raise the
enthusiasm of the WSU football
team as they lost 20-10.

our large selection of
Roses, Arrangements
and Plants, for the one
sweetest to you.
At
Winona's most complete florist.

Corner of 3rd & Main
454-1100
AFS
American
Floral
Service

Winona State's Campus Coalition of Clubs (CCC) sponsored a club fair near the Kryzsko Commons Cinema
Room last Wednesday from 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
At left are Ngozi Arwari and Mary Ann Arizala of the Black Cultural Awareness Club (BCA), and Kathy and
daughter Brooke Racki of the Bahal Faith Campus Club are at right. (Photos by Brad G. Burch)

& MCGUIRE ©
410 Center St.

ILL PHOTO
Winona, MN

"One block east of Main between 8th and 9th"
Winona's First Color Film Developing Lab
• In By 9 AM Ready 5 PM Next Day •
Kodacolor H Film
Color Reprints
110, 126, And 135 Size
Standard Size

PROMPT SERVICE ALL OTHER
FILMS AND ENLARGEMENTS
MON THRU FRI 8:00 AM-5:30 PM
SAT 9:00 AM-3:00 PM

Super Fast Service On
Developing Only [C41 Process]

451-1058

GA MES
‘VV)
:'
litocectrcl'ik:,PES

tVE/Glir

BASKETBALLS
SPORTSWEAR

FOOTBALLS

LIFTING
duo SHOES
Lim NIKE, CONVERSE
BROOKS

Tat

1? °&C
JUMP ROPES

oS Girt

ITEMS

STORE HOURS:
Mon. - Thurs. 9:30-5:30
Fri. 9:30-8:30
Sat. 9:30-5:30

GOLF

GLovEs

GM Quality Sporting Goods

©

63 Plaza E.
Downtown Winona, Minn
507-452-2590
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Winona State psychology student
helped emotionally disturbed

Gr nd
SPECIAL WEEKEND SERVICE FROM
Friday Service

Lv. State College

4:40 p.m.

by Sharon Rooney

Lv. Minneapolis
Lv. St. Paul
Ar. State College

5:30 p.m.
5:55 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
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Tues. Sat.

Zenner

Friday

Special Show

saying
complete
sentences
pertaining to the happenings
around him. Today Danny is in a
special education class in a regular
school.

difficult assignment in less than
five minutes."

Sunday Return Service
Little Molly ran as fast as her
weary legs would go. She tried not
to cry, but she ached so badly the
tears wouldn't stay back. Molly
was a bad girl that day and her
mother was chasing her — with the
car.
This was not an unfamiliar scene
for Maryann Westland, WSU
sophomore. For the past five
summers Westland has worked as
a student aide at Albert Lea's
Lakeview, a summer school for
children with learning and
behavior problems.
Majoring in psychology with a
sociology minor, Westland
currently has a 3.78 GPA. She was
recruited for the job as an aide by
her mother, who shares Maryann's
interest in psychology and is the
coordinator of special services in
the Albert Lea school district.
Westland worked with 15
emotionally disturbed children
three days a week for three hours a
day. Her income for the entire
summer was less than $200.00 "I
feel that the experience was worth
it and I've learned about patience
and listening and how early
upbringing determines emotional
stability in later years," said
Westland.
According to Westland, every
child in her learning and behavior
problems class has come from some
type of abnormal home setting:
child abuse, broken homes,
alcoholic parents.

Molly is 12 now and a 6th grader
at a special school in the Twin
Cities, away from her mother. The
last report to Westland showed
that Molly was doing "very well."
During the summer session of
1980, Westland was assigned to
give special help to Danny, an 8year-old autistic child. At the time,
Danny could not speak, rather he
made "animal-like noises" and
repeated some words over and
over again, similar to a parrot.
Yet, after a few weeks of
working with Danny, Westland
recognized that even though
Danny could not speak, he had arelatively clear understanding of
words and their meanings.

Two summers ago Westland was
assigned to work directly with
Molly. Westland said that Molly
didn't talk very much, bit, kicked
and pulled her hair, yet she was
"very smart." Westland said,
"With the right incentive, a reward
of some kind, Molly could finish a

According to Westland, Marrie
would learn the alphabet after an
entire hour of listening to constant
repetition, and then forget over
half of what she had learned by the
next day. She was the slowest in
the class, but with the continuous
special attention and patience that
Marrie received from Westland,
she was able to add a new symbol
to her Bliss Board all by herself. It
read, "I love Maryann."

After extensive observation,
Danny was put on a special diet of
large quantities of Vitamin B, a
nutrient that has proven helpful
with other autistic children.
Three months later, Danny was

CITY WIDE
SALE
Suede Pillows $5.00 Off
Wicker Baskets 30% Off
▪

In Molly's case her mother felt
that an adequate form of
punishment for the 10-year-old girl
was to chase her with the family
car, usually for eight blocks.
Molly's mother is an alcoholic. As a
result of brutal mistreatment,
Molly is emotionally disturbed and
has a speech impediment.

recent
Westland's
most
challenge was Marrie, a 5-year-old
victim of cerebal palsey. Marrie's
speech was poor so she had to
communicate with a Bliss Board, a
board of symbols that were
common requests and responses.
She also typed with a typewriter
that had a grid with holes on it
because she lacked the
coordination to use a regular
typewriter.

=

M

EM MI

-

$5.00 Off
All Desk Lamps
Coupon Good
October 15,16,17 Only

NM

• MI MI NMI

I
I
I
I

I
OM

1

All Furniture 10% to 40% Off
At

SAVE MONEY!!
Visit Dutchmans Corner
Winona's Most Economical Laundromat
Open Til 12:00 Midnight

Dutchmans Bar
Next Door.
450 E. Wabasha
(Corner of 7th & Laird)
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Investigative reporter
in residence here
Kenneth Wooden, independent
investigative reporter (CBS "60
Minutes"), best-selling author
("Weeping in the Playtime of
Others"), child advocate, and poet,
is in residence at Winona State
University until Friday.

Official Bull

radio talk shows including "Good
Morning America," "60 Minutes,"
the "Today Show," and "The Phil
Donahue Show," Wooden founded
the National Coalition for
Children's Justice and is currently
organizing national celebrities
such as Otto Preminger, Carol
Burnett, Woody Allen and Pearl
Bailey to help mobilize the
conscience of America toward
forsaken children. Recently, he has
been asked by the U.S. Justice
Department to co-sponsor a
national symposium on the sexual
abuse and murder of children to be
held in Louisville, Kentucky,
November 30-December 4, 1981.

Wooden's work has led to
numerous national investigations
by both Houses of Congress, the
U.S. Justice Department•, as well as
by state attorneys general and
local district attorneys. His ongoing investigations (he recently
submitted eight new programs to
"60 Minutes") have uncovered the
multi-million dollar child
pornography scandal, the billion
dollar interstate commerce of kids,
and the ninety million dollar
Pentagon (CHAMPUS) scandal
affecting military children in
institutions.

His residency is sponsored by a
grant from the Bush Foundation to
the State University System.
Wooden's Schedule is as follows:

A veteran of more than 300 TVWednesday, October 14
9-Noon Workshop for Winona State
Purple Room,
University Faculty
Kryzsko Commons
1-3 p.m. Program for High School Students To be Arranged
*8 p.m. Public Address and
Recital Hall in
Panel Discussions
Performing Arts Center
"The Sexual Abuse and
Murder of Children"
Thursday, October 15
9-Noon Winona State University Classes Baldwin Lounge,
Kryzsko Commons
1-2 p.m. Winona State
Baldwin Lounge,
University Classes
Kryzsko Commons
2-4 p.m. "Children and the System"
Purple Room,
Workshop for Area
Kryzsko Commons
Professionals: Social Agencies,
Law Enforcement

Pre-Registration Materials
Currently enrolled undergraduate
and graduate students who present a
Winona State I.D. Card may pick up
Winter Quarter Pre-Registration
materials across from the Registrar's
Office Somsen 228, October 19-29, from
9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. New graduate
students report to the Graduate Office,
Somsen 228, and external studies
program students report to Somsen 111
during these same dates and times.
New undergraduate students report to
the Admissions Office, Phelps 125 on
the exact dates of pre-registration.
Preregistration
Materials
will
include:
1. Personal Data Form (PDF)
2.Header Card
3. Course Request Form
4. Pre-registration instructions
5. Winter Quarter Class Schedule
(includes
final
examination
schedules)
6. Student transcripts (computerized
copy)
7. Student program form
Procedures For Pre-Registration
Advisement
Undeclared Majors - If you have not
declared a major, you are to report to
the Cinema Room, Kryzsko Commons
for program advising. Advisors from
the four areas (Arts, Humanities and
Social Sciences; Business and Industry;
Education; and Natural and Applied
Sciences) will be available for advising
On Appointment Basis. Sign-up sheets
for appointments will be posted outside
the Cinema Room from October 19-29.
Advising will take place October
21,22,23,26, and 27. You should take All
pre-registration materials to the
Cinema Room at the appointed time to
plan a "tentative" Winter Quarter
schedule including alternate classes in
the event of closed sections. Student
Program Forms must be signed by your
•undeclared faculty advisor before you
will be allowed to enter the preregistration area.
Declared Majors - If you have
declared a major, you should take
All pre-registration materials to your
department advisor prior to preregistration to plan a "tentative"
Winter Quarter schedule. Advisors will
have sign-up sheets for appointments
outside their office doors for advising,
which will take place October
21,22,23,26, and 27. If you have not been
assigned an advisor, check with the
department chairperson in your major
field. Be sure that your faculty advisor
signs your copy of the Student Program
Form and that you have planned
alternate classes in the event of closed
sections.

Friday, October 16
9-Noon Open Session with Saint Mary's/ Baldwin, Lounge,
St. Teresa's Faculty and Kryzsko Commons
Students
*The general public is invited. No admission charge.

East Cafeteria, Kryzsko Commons
1. The following materials are required
for admisssion to the pre-registration
area:
a. Winona State I.D. Card
b. Completed "tentative" Student
Program Form (printed clearly?
and Signed by your faculty advisor.
c. Personal Data Form (PDF)
d. Header Card
e. Course Request Form (to be
completed in the pre-registration
area after you have pulled all your
class cards).
2. Check all closed class listings and
schedule changes before proceeding to
the class card stations. This information
will be posted in the pre-registration
area and downstairs on the northeast
wall of the smog.
3. After pulling the class cards, have
your Course Request Form, Class
Cards, and Personal Data Form
reviewed and retained at the
appropriate check station.
4. Any student registering at preregistration and paying fees cannot
participate in Mass Registration. A
student may pick up additional classes
on Drop/Add Day, December 7.
5. If a student pre-registers, but no
payment of tuition is made on
November 10 or 11, his/her courses will
be forfeited. Students must then
complete their initial registration and
pay fees at evening Mass Registration,
November 30.

must secure approval on the Course
Request Form in advance of preregistration from the appropriate area
Dean in Somsen 221. Graduate students
registering for more than 12 credits
must obtain approval from the
Graduate Dean in Somsen 221C.
3. Students who complete Independent
Study, Arranged Class, and Internship
Forms by the October 9 deadline may
pick, up their class cards for these
special classes at the information table
in the pre-registration area. Students
who did not meet the deadline may
submit the appropriate forms prior to
Mass Registration and add the course
on Drop/Add Day, December 7.
4. Audit Forms and Pass-No Credit
Forms for optional Pass-No Credit
courses may be picked .up at the
information table and completed with
the appropriate signature and turned in
to the appropriate check station with
the specific class card. Courses taken to
satisfy major or minor requirements
usually cannot be taken for P/NC grade
type.
5. Department
chairpersons
have
declared that certain classes can be
wait listed. Students who wish to use
the wait list option (in the case of closed
classes) must complete the Wait List
Request Form and submit it to the
information
table
during
preregistration. Students who wait list a
class should not add additional classes
to- their course request form to
compensate for wait listed courses.

Speical Notes:
1. A student who is repeating a course
(taking it over to improve his/her
grade) must complete a Repeat Form at
the information table.

6. Students who choose not to preregister must meet with an advisor,
complete registration, and pay fees at
Mass Registration on November 30.

2. All undergraduate students wishing
to register for more than 20 credits

7. Freshmen students will not be
permitted to enroll in 400 level courses.

Pre-Registration Dates and Times
Admission priority to the pre-registration area will be on the
basis of the number of credits earned buy the end of Second
Summer Session 1981. If you cannot pre-register at the time
stated below, you may pre-register at a later time within the
following schedule. A student may not pre-register earlier
than his/her prescribed time.
Monday, October 26
10:00-10:15 Graduate Students & Fall
Quarter Student Teachers
10:15-10:30. 177 undergraduate credits
and above
10:30-10:45 176-164
10:45-11:00 163-157
11:00-11:15 156-151
11:15-11:30 150-146

10:00-10:15 00-97
10:15-10:30 96-95
10:30-10:45 94-92
10:45-11:00 91-88
11:00-11:15 87-84
11:15-11:30 , 83-79

Schedule For Pre- Registration

.

Continued on Page 13
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Campus Shorts
Have your blood pressure
checked every Monday from 1-2
p.m. at the Wellness Center,
Howell, Room 135.

Ultimate Sectional Championships
at Lake Park Oct. 17-18. Come see
the best of the five-state-area
complete in exciting ultimate
frisbee.

Women's Resource Center

Lutheran Campus Center

Blood Pressure

The third annual meeting of the
The Lutheran Campus Center is
Women's Resource Center (WRC) having a fun filled picnic Friday,
of Winona will be Tuesday, Oct. 20. Oct. 16 at Farmer's Park. Meet at
at 7:30 p.m. at the Winona Art the center, 303 Winona St. at 1 p.m.
Center, Fifth and Franklin.
for rides.
New members of the board of
directors will be elected at the
meeting, and the program will
include information about WRC
programs and entertainment
followed by a social. The public is
invited.

Oct. 21 topic for the YWCA
Center
Resource
Women'
sponsored Wednesdays for
Women. There is no membership
or fee required for the noon to 1
p.m. event.
Wrestling

Students who HAVE NOT declared a major should sign up for an
advising appointment outside the Cinema Room, Kryzsko Commons,

There will be a meeting for
anyone interested in going out for
the wrestling team on Monday,
Oct. 19 at 3:30 p.m. in Room 210
Memorial Hall.

starting October 19. Students who HAVE declared a major should see
the advisor whose name appears on their "PDF" forms. Registration
materials will be available on October 19. Students will NOT be

Coalition of Campus Clubs

The Coalition of Campus Clubs
(CCC) will be holding a meeting
Oct. 19 at 4 p.m. in Dining Rooms
A-B, Kryzsko Commons. Elections
will be held for the CCC's steering
committee. CCC's allocations to
other clubs will also be discussed.

Advising dates for winter quarter pre-registration are October 21-27.

Freshmen Register

permitted to pre-register unless they have seen an advisor and have

Freshmen:
the advisor's signature on their student program form. Pre-

If you have not picked up your
Freshmen Register yet it will be
sent to you in the mail.

registration for winter quarter is October 26-29.

Ultimate Frisbee

Disc
Flying
WSU
The
Organization is hosting the 1981

Wednesdays for Women

"Sexual Aversion" will be the

Thank you for your support.
WSU Greek Council.

Tuition and fee payment dates set
Show You Really Care
Share the responsibility for birth control with her. SEMCAC
Family Planning offers birth control education sessions for
partners. Contact us at 452-4307 or find us in the Yellow
Pages under clinics.

SEMCAC Family Planning
64 1/2 W. 5th
Winona, MN 55987

11■41

REDKEN

Your hair has a
personality of
its own!
Develop it!
We listen and
then style!

Welcome
Students & Faculty

Winter Quarter 1982

class
during
Payment
1.
selection time of pre-registration:
Any student who pre-registers at
this time may pay a minimum of
$100 or th total amount of his/her
next quarter costs at the Cashier's
Office. This payment will hold the
classes selected. Any balance due
will have to be paid by the third
class day (December 3, 1981).

2. Payment during published
pre-registration payment dates:
A. Students receiving Financial
Aid who have pre-registered for
classes and did not pay when they
selected classes Must confirm their
class selection by signing the
aid
financial
appropriate
documents on November 10 and 11,

in the Cinema Room, Kryzsko Statements and pay fees in the
Commons. (This includes financial Cinema Room Room of the Student
aid such as DVR, war orphans, Union according to the following
wards of the state, military schedule: (You may drop any or all
veterans, scholarships, ND.D.S.L., of your classes during the PreBEOG, SEOG, NSL, CETA, Registration Fee Payment Day by
completing the Drop/Add Form at
Services for the Blind, etc.)
the Drop Station).
B. Students not receiving financial
Tuesday, November 10, 9 a.m.aid who have pre-registered and
did not pay when they selected 11:50 a.m., Graduate students and
their classes are to pay the total undergraduate students with 100
amount at this time to keep their credits or more. 1 p.m.-4 p.m.,
classes in the Cinema Room of the Undergraduate students with 45
credit hours or more.
Student Union.
Wednesday, November 11: 9
3. Students receiving financial
aid who have completed pre- a.m.-11:50 a.m., Undergraduate
registration will pick up their students with 10 credit hours or
financial aid check on the eight, more. 1 p.m.-4 p.m., Undergraduate
students with less than 10 credit
ninth, or tenth day of classes.
hours. 4 p.m.-5 p.m., For students
Students are to pick up Fee unable to come at scheduled times.

AT THE BOOKSTORE
Photo Copies
NOW ONLY

5

The copy machine located in the hallway near
The Bookstore has had a

AEhN

hAiR dEsigN

FOR MEN & WOMEN
WESTGATE
454-2403

PRICE REDUCTION
due to The Bookstore purchasing this copier
and absorbing part of the cost.
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Official Bull

(more)

Seniors who wish to interview must indicate so by placing their name on the sign-up sheet provided in the
Placement Office. Students may begin signing up for a respective interview two (2) weeks prior to the
actual interview date. Each student must have the required forms and resume on file in the Placement
Office at least 48 hours prior to the interview.
Continued from Page 11
Pre-Registration Dates and Times
Admission priority to the pre-registration area will be on the basis of the
number of credits earned by the end of Second Summer Session 1981. If you
cannot pre-register at the time stated below, you may pre-register at a later
time within the following scheudle. A student may not pre-register earlier than
his/her prescribed time.

11:30-11:45 145-141
11:45-12:00 140-137
1:00- 1:15 136-130
1:15- 1:30 129-123
1:30- 1:45 122-115
1:45- 2:00 114-108
2:00-2:15 107-102
2:15- 2:30 101-100

11:30-11:45 78-73
11:45-12:00 72-68
1:00- 1:15 67-61
1:15- 1:30 60-55
1:30- 1:45 54-52
1:45- 2:00 51-50
2:00-2:15 49
2:15- 2:30 48

Wednesday, October 28
10:00-10:15 47-46
10:15-10:30 45
10:30-10:45 44
10:45-11:00 43-42
11:00-11:15 41-40
11:15-11:30 39-37
11:30-11:45 36-33
11:45-12:00 32-27
1:00- 1:15 26-20
1:15- 1:30 19-13
1:30- 1:45 12- 8
1:45- 2:00 7- 1
2:00- 2:15 (New Fall Freshmen
with zero credits - last name beginning
with letter H-I)
2:15- 2:30 C

Thursday, October 29
(New Fall Freshmen with zero credits 10:00-10:15 last name beginning with
letter 5)
10:15-10:30 J-K
10:30-10:45 N
10:45-11:00 F-G
11:00-11:15 0-P
11:15-11:30 A
11:30-11:45 Q-R
11:45-12:00 T
1:00- 1:15 D-E
1:15- 1:30 U-V
1:30- 1:45
1:45- 2:00 W-Z
2:00- 2:15 B

2:15- 2:30 L & undergraduate
specials

GET THE
PHYSICAL FIT
WITH
SE EFIELD!

College Life Insurance
(Rochester, MN)

October 19 (Placement Office)
10:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. (Nov., March & Alumni)

Sales - all majors

Donaldson's

October 20 (Placement Office)
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. (Nov. & March grads)
October 20 (Placement Office)
2 p.m.-4 p.m. (fall grads or alumni)
October 21 (Placement Office)
8:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m. (Nov. & March grads)

Management Trainees all majors
Speech Pathologists (5 positions)
Programmer Trainees computer science
majors/minors
Actuarial Trainees math majors
Employee Benefit
Consultant - business
administration majors
Retirement Plans
Specialist - business
administration majors
Programmer Trainees computer science
majors/minors
Sales Trainees all majors
Sales Trainees all majors (commercial)
Degrees to work in
following areas: Business,
Health, Education &
Industry
Officers' Training all majors

Grafton State School
(Grafton, ND)
Wausau Insurance

IBM

October 22 (Placement Office)
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. (Nov. grads)

Wallace Business Forms

November 2 (Placement Office)
8 a.m.-1:30 p.m. (Nov. & March grads)
November 11 (Placement Office)
9 a.m.-3 p.m. (Nov. & March grads)
December 2 (Student Union)
December 3 (Placement Office)
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
(Nov., March, May & summer grads)
December 3 (Student Union)
a.m. & p.m. (Nov., March, May & summer grads)

Federated Insurance
(Owatonna, MN)
Peace Corps

U.S. Marines

SOREL BOOTS
THE WARMEST, MOST
RUGGED, MOST
COMFORTABLE BOOTS
YOU'RE EVERY LIKELY TO
WEAR!

'3 699

PRICED
FROM

Check Our Big Selection of

SHOES
LOW TOP

HIGH TOP

BASKETBALL SHOES

BASKETBALL SHOES
Ribless corduroy
with a
difference
• Casual,
comfortable,
superbly cut
• Easy care blend of
86'. cotton 16°.
polyester
• Choice collection of
fashion colors

$29.95

edgefield

VISA'
master charge

ja.s5(cmsjor. men and women

In The Historic Choate Building
DOWNTOWN WINONA

—NIKE—

—PONY—

—

CONVERSE — —NIKE—

$3 9" $4 299 $39 99 '35 9 9
WRESTLING SHOES
* TIGER — Nylon
BLACK OR WHITE

We Feature The Top Brands!
BRooKs
Elowcs
t01:sR0SHE
Ovi
°
.NIKE
1;C

oXRmixs
-rFi
P

$24.50
05-174Y

E

LANC(tc‘(7141)14*
NEW21.A,....
,-

....041
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Winona State, St. Mary's to tug it out
by Peter Browne
Once again the colleges of
Winona State and St. Mary's will
wage war on each other. On
October 24 at 10:30 a.m. the two
colleges will compete in the third
annual Miller Lite Tug-of-War of
Winona.
This year marks the third year
that the Lite Tug-of-War has been
held in Winona and the interest in
the event continues to grow every
year. But Winona isn't the only
place the contest is held. Hundreds
of campuses around the country
have also been conducting the
event; the biggest being the
Wisconsin State Pull Off held in
Milwaukee.
According to Bill Reuhl, the local
Miller representitive and
coordinator of the event, beginning
this year there will be a regional
contest for the team who advances
in their respective cities. The team
who wins the regional would then
have a chance to participate in the
National Tug-of-War held during
spring break at Daytona Beach,
Florida.
Before signing up for the event,
every contestant must follow a few
rules: 1) Every individual member
of the team participating must sign
a Lite Tug-of-War registration
liability form. 2) Entering groups
may not have more than 10
members per team and must have

a minimum of three women on the
team. 3) The total team weight may
not exceed more than 1,800 pounds.
Therefore, teams usually strive to
get 10 members whose weight will
fall closest to the 1,800 pound limit
without exceeding that total. 4)
There is a 10 team limit on the
amount of teams that may enter
for each school.
It will be a single, elimination
tournament with two teams from.
the same school competing until
the two best teams from each
school are left. Reuhl explained,
"the reason we set the contest up
this way is to assure equality.
What we will have at the end is the
two best teams representing their
respective schools."
A flip of the coin will determine
from which side the teams will pull,
and each team will be given no
more than three minutes to
prepare for the tug. The winning
team will be determined when they
succeed in pulling the opposing
side's flag past the designated
marker on the ground, which
marks the center of the rope prior
to the beginning of the tug. A 10
minute time limit will be placed on
all matches, and no lying down will
be allowed. Teams must make an
effort to stay on their feet.

gloves will be provided.
The registration forms for the
event are in the Student Senate
Office, and all forms must be
returned to the office by Thursday,
Oct. 22 at 5 p.m.
"Everyone who participates in
the Tug-of-War will receive a free
tee-shirt, and the first four places
in the event will receive trophies,"
explained Reuhl. He added, "what
the Miller Brewing Co., Winona
Distributing and the Student
Senate are trying to do is to get
students involved in the activities
both on Saturday and Sunday."
Rounding out the

Miller

Week-end will be the 2nd annual
Intramural Sports-a-Thon held on
Sunday, Oct. 25 at 11 a.m.
"I like to call this event the
seven perSon team decathalon,"
exclaimed Bill Reuhl, who is also
coordinating this event along with
Steve Juaire, the Director of
Intramurals at WSU.
The decathalon consists of one
person swimming two laps in the
Memorial Hall pool tagging their
partner, who in turn runs down to
the lake. They then tag another
partner who will ride a bike three
miles around the bike path. Reuhl
emphasized that there may be two
people in this event, one riding a

mile and a half and then tagging
the other to ride the remainder.
After the bicycling is finished, that
person tags two people who will
paddle across the lake in a canoe.
When they reach the other side
they tag the last person in the
decathalon, who runs back to the
finish line — Memorial Hall.
There will be five stations set up
along the route to assure fair play
and procedure. The first three
teams with the best overall times
will receive trophies and all who
enter will receive a free tee-shirt.
Registration forms for the
decathalon are on the intramural
bulletin board in Memorial Hall.

Aviation ground school offered
Aviation Commercial Ground
School (Physics 401) will be offered
by Winona State University
beginning October 16,1981.

qualify the individual for the
Federal Aviation Administration
Commercial Pilot written
examination to be given at Winona
State on Tuesday evening,
November 17,1981.

The course, taught by Dr.
George Bolen, will run for five
consecutive weekends on Friday
Individuals interested in taking
evenings from 7 to 10:30 p.m., and the course should attend the first
on Saturdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 . class meetng at 7 p.m. Oct. 16, in
p.m. Completion of this course will Pasteur Hall, Room 106 B.

Reuhl added that old clothes
should be worn. Gloves, longsleeved shirts, and rubber cleats
are strongly recommended. Some

The offering of the commercial
course is a part of WSU's
professional aviation program
which includes quarterly offerings
at the private pilot level as well as
an instrument pilots ground course
every January. For further
information, contact Bolen at 4572092.

Let America's top
jewelry designers show you
how to give your heart away.

A man like you deserves
special attention.
It isn't easy for a man to choose a salon these days. You don't
know what to expect. In the good old days there were barber chairs
and bay rum and a man could relax. Now it's hairdryers and perm
rods.
Well, at our salon, we go out of our way to make a man
comfortable.
At our salon, our stylists can answer the special questions a man
has about his hair, and can suggest and teach you styling techniques
to keep you feeling confident and well-groomed at home. That
includes a prescription for the right RK hair care to keep yours in
the peak of condition until your next visit.
So come in to our salon today for the special attention you
deserve.

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 10-8 PM
Sat. 9-4 PM

Diamond Heart Collection
Presented by De Beers

to
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The American Gem Society
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77 PLAZA EAST
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WSU Phonathon '81
calls upon alumni
by Leigh Davis
It's Phonathon time again at
Winona State University and Jan
Tollefson, Alumni Affairs, and
Linda Wood, University Relations,
are in high gear making final
preparations for the eight-day
event.

You have something to
share with the people of the
rural South and Appalachia
— yourself. Find out how
you can help, as a Catholic
Brother, Sister, or Priest.
Your request will be treated
confidentially.
II I'd like information about
opportunities with the
Glenmary Missioners and
the free poster.
III I'd like a free copy of the
poster only.

the spring after all the pledges are
in, according to Wood. "We have a
dinner party for all the volunteers
and give out gift certificates to the
students who had the most
confirmed donations," she added.
"We're looking forward to
another fun and rewarding
Phonathon this year," Wood said.

Last year, the Phonathon raised
over $7,000 in alumni contributions
during the three-day calling period.

Glenmary Missioners
Box 46404
Room #19
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246

The Phonathon, is a unique
person-to-person telephone
program in which alumni and
student volunteers from the
Student Senate, Greek Council and
IRHC will be calling 7,300 WSU
alumni throughout Minnesota to
ask for pledges to the university's
1981 Alumni Annual Find,
according to Wood.

Name
Address
City
Zip

State
Age

WOMEN: Glenmary Sisters, Box 39188, Cincinnati 45239

"Gifts to the Annual Fund go to
Linda Wood
programs that the state can not or
does not have enough money to _
fund," said Wood. These include
student scholarships and loans,
faculty development and
at
professional
presentations,
meetings, special instructional
equipment and resource materials,
faculty research and numerous
special campus needs.
The Phonathon is scheduled to
run November 2-5 and 9-12 from
6:30-9:30 p.m.
"There is no minimum pledge,"
said Wood. "The average gift from
the individual alumni was $17.50
last year. The largest was $200.
"We'll be using 18 volunteers each
night, due to the increase in the
number of alumni being called,"
she said. "The students did a good
job last year and had a lot of fun. I
think the alumni had fun too."
"We provided pizzas and soft
drinks for the students each night,"
Wood added. "But we are also
looking for a business to give us
some free-food certificates, so that
when a student gets a $50 pledge
we'll give them a certificate."
Tollefson and Wood attended a
fund raising seminar recently and
were told that the more noise you
make at a phonathon the more fun
and enthusiasm the students have.
"So we're thinking about getting
some horns and other noisemakers," she said.
The students work really hard
on the phonathon, but there are
lighter moments, according to
Wood. "Last year, we had
somebody finish a call and say 'I
just called somebody who died, do I
check not interested?" Wood added
laughing.

City
Wide

WOOL
SPORT
„COATS

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

OUTERWEAR

SAVE
$4500

7999

Reg. '120-'135
IZOD

Now

$

Short Sleeve LaCoste KnitsSolids and Fancies. 20
Different shirts to choose
from.
Reg. '24

Shop now for
Pre-Season
Savings!

Now $ 16"

PLAID
SPORT SHIRTS

Great Selection
Group
One
Woven

Flannel

&

Reg. '18 - '22.50

FREE
MONOGRAMMING
ON ALL
SWEATERS,
SHIRTS, ROBES
ETC.

Now 1/3 Off

Reverse Blend of 60%
Cotton and 40%
Polyester-Oxford
Button
Cloth
with
Down Collar.
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Buy 2 And
Get 1 FREE
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FREE
MONOGRAMMING

MUNSINGWEAR
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Save

25%
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Corduroy Sport Coats
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Tim Doyle
says,
"Happy Sweetest Day"

the beer stein you took from
the Sig Tau trophy case. It is
not replaceable, no questions
asked. Leigh Davis President
Sigma Tau Gamma

100% Wool Sport Coat-Solids
and Tweeds. Navy, Camel, Grey,
Brown & Green. Sizes Short,
Regular & Long.

KNIT SHIRTS

A Phonathon reunion is held in

PLEASE RETURN unbroken

SUITS

Hours:
Sun.-Noon-5:00
Mon.-Fri. 9-9
Sat. 9:00-5:00
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WHAT COULD
ME ARMY
POSSIEILI(OFFER
A BRIGHT PERSON
EYOU?
but not necessarily
assigned to active duty. Find
out about it.

Drop your guard for a
minute. Even though you're
in college right now, there
are many aspects of the Army
that you might find very
attractive.
Maybe even irresistible.
See for yourself.

MED SCHOOL, ON US
You read it right.
The Army's Health Professions Scholarship •
Program provides necessary tuition, books, lab
fees, even microscope rental during medical
school.
Plus a monthly stipend that works out to
about $6,000 a year.
After you're accepted into medical
school, you can be accepted into our program.
Then you're commissioned and you go
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the
Army Reserve.
The hitch? Very simple. After you graduate,
you give the Army a year as a doctor for every
year the Army gave you as a med student, with
a minimum obligation of three years' service.

INTERNSHIP RESIDENCY
& CASH BONUSES
Besides scholarships to medical school, the
Army also offers AMA-approved first-year
post-graduate and residency training programs.
Such training adds no further obligation to
the scholarship participant. But any Civilian
Graduate Medical Education sponsored by the
Army gives you a one-year obligation for
every year of sponsorship, with a minimum
obligation of two years' service.
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every
year you're paying back medical school or postgraduate training.
So you not only get your medical education
paid for, you get extra pay while you're paying
it back. Not a bad deal.

A GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is one
of excellence, dedication, even heroism. And
it's a challenge to live up to.
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome of
professionalism, regarded as a critical member
of the Army Medical Team.
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical
spectrum is almost impossible to match in
civilian practice.
And, since you'll be an Army Officer, you'll
enjoy more respect and authority than most of
your civilian counterparts. You'll also enjoy
travel opportunities, officer's pay and officer's
privileges.
Army Nursing offers educational opportunities that are second to none. As an Army
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate degree
programs at civilian universities.

A BONUS FOR
PART-TIME WORK

You can get a $1,500
bonus just for enlisting in some Army Reserve
units. Or up to $4,000 in educational benefits.
You also get paid for your Reserve duty. It
comes out to about $1,100 a year for one weekend
a month and two weeks annual training.
And now we have a special program to help
you fit the Army Reserve around your school
schedule.
its xworth a look.

ADVANCED NURSING COURSE,
TUITION-FREE
You get tuition, pay and living allowances.
You can also take Nurse Practitioner courses
and courses in many clinical specialities. All on
the Army.
While these programs do not cost you any
money, most of them do incur an additional
service obligation.

A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE

A CHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW

Some may find college to be the right place
at the wrong time for a variety of reasons The
Army can help them, too.
A few years in the Army can help them get
money for tuition and the maturity to use it
wisely.
The Army has a program in which money
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the
government. Then, if one qualifies, a generous ,
'bonus is added to that.
So 2 years of service can get you up to
$15,200 for college, 3 and 4 years up to $20,100.
In addition, bonuses up to $5,000 are available
for 4-year enlistments in selected skills.
Add in the experience and maturity gained,
and the Army can send an individual back to
college a richer person in more ways than one.
We hope these Army opportunities have
intrigued you as well as surprised you. Because
there is indeed a lot the Army can offer a bright
person like you.
For more information, send the coupon.

If you're about to get your law degree and
be admitted to the bar, you should consider a
commission in the Judge Advocate General
Corps. Because in the Army you get to practice
law right from the start.
While your classmates are still doing other
lawyers' research and other lawyers' briefs, you
could have your own cases, your own clients,
in effect, your own practice.
Plus you'll have the pay, prestige and privileges of being an Officer in the United States
Army. With a chance to travel and make the
most of what you've worked so hard to
become. A real, practicing lawyer. Be an Army
Lawyer.

ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS

Though you're too late for a 4-year
scholarship, there are 3-, 2-, and even 1-year
scholarships available.
They include tuition, books, and lab fees.
Plus S 100 a month living allowance. Naturally
they're very competitive. Because
.....„
besides helping you towards your
P lease tell me more about: ❑ I AM 1 Medical School and Army Medicine,
degree, an ROTC scholarship helps
.,
❑ IAN) the Army Nurse Corps, ❑ (AL) Army Law,
you towards the gold bars of an
❑ i FR ) ROTC Scholarships, ❑ (SS) Army Reserve Bonuses,
❑ (PC) Army Education Benefits.
Army Officer.
Stop by the. ROTC office on
campus and ask about details.

I

UP TO $170 A MONTH
You can combine service in the
Army Reserve or National Guard
with Army ROTC and get between
$7,000 and $14,000 while you're
still in school.
It's called the Simultaneous
Membership Program. You get $100
a month as an Advanced Army ROTC
Cadet and an additional $70 a month
(sergeant's pay) as an Army Reservist.
When you graduate, you'll be
commissioned as a Second Lieutenant,

",Al f

r

11001 A uNDING
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Send to: ARMY OPPORTUNITIES, P.O. BOX 300
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91003

I BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
ARM
I Y.
Note To insure receipt o f mtO rmaon
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Entertainme ►t/Ads
Swing choir enters eleventh year

Change of Pace takes encore
variety shows, local shcools and at
Watkin's Home.

by Deb Bennett
"Don't take away the music,
everybody has a song." This is a
lyric from the song the WSU swing
choir, Change of Pace, performs as
a theme song. Change of Pace
performed for the first time this
fall at Homecoming Coronation last
week.
"I love to perform," said Martha
Herbert, a two year member of the
group. "It's a great group to work
with and I wish that Change of
Pace could do more performances
in a year."
Richmond McCluer, chairman for
the music dept., is the faculty
adviser for the group. Change of
Pace is a student organized
performing group directed this
year by Betty Doebbert.
Doebbert, who is an art major,
was elected director by last year's
Change of Pace members. She
explained that individual
performers were auditioned with a
prepared solo and a short dance
routine. "Showmanship and poise
are very important in auditions,"
said Doebbert. This fall, six men
and six women were selected for
the group.
Doebbert is also responsible for
setting up rehearsals, directing the
group, selecting music and outfits
and coordinating student ideas for
choreography. She added that one
of her biggest responsibilities is
that of setting up performances for
the group. Doebbert also performs
with the group.
The group spends fall and winter
getting a repertoire ready for the
thrust of their performances in
spring. They regularly sing at
Academic Preview Days for
incoming freshmen, class reunions,

"I think they're really good, but
to make it big, they'll need some
work," said Carol Lofald, one of the
two pianists for Change of Pace.
"They do have the potential."
The
turn-out
at
their
performances is normally good.
"People recognize the music and
that's part of the enjoyment of it,"
said Doebbert. The music comes
from a wide category of pop and
Broadway hits. In the future,
spirituals may be added to the
group's performances, according to
Doebbert.
Change of Pace rehearses at
least two hours a week, starting
about two weeks before each
performance. The group's practices
have become much more organized
this year. Doebbert explained that
they now work in front of mirrors
so they can see their exact
movements, helping the group learn
the dances for the performances by
letting them see what they do
wrong instead of telling them
individually.
Most of the people in the group
aren't music majors. They
participate mainly because of an
interest in using choir developed in
high school.
WSU swing choir started about
11 years ago, beginning with 12
members calling themselves Six of
one, Half dozen of the other.
In 1974, four new members
joined the group, as a result the
name was switched to Change of
Pace.
Change of Pace
will be
performing in a Christmas choir
concert December 12-13.

Change of Pace members use mirrors for rehearsal. (Photo by Terri Poehls)

New troupe on stage
by Annette Fackler
Winona State University has a
new theatrical group. The Company
is a singing, dancing and acting
group that started on campus last
summer. At that time the group
concentrated on acting, but has
since added singing and dancing to
liven up their performances.
The group consists of six females
and four males. Shari Fusillo, a
member of The Company said that
having a fairly small number of
people involved is good because it
allows everyone to voice their
opinion and become a real part of
the productions.
Auditions are held whenever the

group feels the need for more
members and Fusillo noted that
everyone is welcome to try out.
The auditions require singing,
dancing, acting and some.
acrobatics. "We're looking for
energy," she explained, "we like
everything upbeat and exciting
and fast."
Linda Untiet, another group
member, feels the group is unique
because there is no designated
leader. "We all feel some success
with our performances because we
all add to the choreography and
help with the producing." Untiet
added that she enjoys working
with the group because there are
plenty of opportunities to sing and
dance.

The Company made its first
appearance at the Miss Winona
banquet last summer. They also
performed at WSU's homecoming
coronation last Thursday evening.
Their opening number was "Magic
To Do" from the play Pippin,
involving singing, dancing and
magic tricks. Some members of the
group also participated in two
other performances that evening.
The Company does not have
plans for the immediate future but
they are already looking ahead to
next summer. They are hoping to
do Saturday morning skits for
children on the downtown mall,
but they must get the approval of
the Chamber of Commerce before
any definite plans can be made.

Junior Scott Ford, member of the Winona State Forensic Team spoke Saturday at the Sugarloaf Classic. The WSU team placed
third in Sweepstakes, an award based on the team's accumulated speaker points. Sixteen schools with 105 students participated in
230 events. (Photos by Kraig Howes)
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Speech opener at NDSU
The Winona State Forensics
Team opened their 1981-82 season
with a third place finish • at a
tournament hosted by North
Dakota State University on
October 2-3. Twenty universities
from four states attended the
tournament with over 250 students
competing.
"It looks like it should be a good
year. We're off to a faster and
better start than last year. People
are looking for us." Stated
Forensic Associate Director Cindy
Carver.

possible by first place finishes in
dramatic duo and after dinner
speaking, a second and third place
finish in dramatic interpretation,
and fourth place finishes in
informative speaking, persuasive
speaking and communication
analysis.
Award winners for Winona
included Bill Withers, Scott Ford,
Brad Ballinger, and Linda Untiet.
The next tournament for Winona
will be at Mankato State
University on October 23-24.

The Winonan encourages readers to submit photos for the
Entertainment/Arts Photo of the Week. All photos must be black and
white, at least 5"x7", and include a descriptive caption.
Deliver photos to the Winonan Office, 113 Phelps Hall.

* ih* ELECTRIC "R" CADS
ALL NEW MACHINES
"The Best Just Got Better!"
HOURS:

* Present This
Ad For One
Free Game
of
Pinball

Mon -Wed
2 p.m -10 p.m
Thursday
10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday
10 a.m.-11 a.m.
Saturday
10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday
Noon-9 p.m.

*

October 14-16
Art Exhibit: Bill McKenzie
Watkins Gallery
October 17

The third place finish was made

* ip

•events •
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Video

Film: Small Change
Pasteur 120, 7:30 p.m.
October 21-24
Play: The Front Page
PAC Main Theatre, 8 p.m.
October 22
Lecture: Jim McGinnis
CST Choicemaker's Series
CST Lourdes Hall 7:30 p.m.
October 23-25
Art Show and Sale: Winona Area
CST College Art Center
October 24
Appalachia Concert
SMC South Gym, 8 p.m.
Film: The Philadelphia Story
Pasteur 120, 7:30 p.m.
October 25
Chamber Recital:
CST Auditorium, 8 p.m.
October 28-29
Auditions: Winter One-Act Plays,
PAC

• Limit 1 Ad Daily (25•)
Expires 10-15-81

*

452-9870

122 E. 3ra

WESTGATE
OPTICAL
"Commitment To Personal Service"

Soft Contact Lens Special

$95
INCLUDES:
• 60 Day Money Back
Satisfaction Guarantee
• 60 Day Service Agreement
• Cold Storage Care Kit
Offer Expires October 30, 1981

WESTGATE OPTICAL
(Behind Country Kitchen)
1600 W. Gilmore Ave. Winona, MN. 55987
454-5384
Contacts fitted by State Registered Optometrist
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If a progressive group is one that introduces change in a way that
improves and influences the music of its genre, then who is the most
important group in this respect'? Which group has changed popular
music like none other ever?
The Beatles of course. Disregarding the weaker formulas of rock and
roll, they developed much better ones of their own using brilliant,
exciting melodies and new chord patterns. Eclectic and wonderfully
innoviative, the Beatles were capable of prolific change. From Meet
the Beatles to Yesterday and Today marked a period of progress still
unmatched by any group in the history of rock, a source of influence for
everything important in popular music — then and now.
This is not to imply that the Beatles were the only group to
introduce change. The Yardbirds were extremely important. Their
music became the basic root for good hard rock and heavy metal.
King Crimson, on their first album, and The Nice, on the Immediate
label, established the standards for what some call art rock and were
the primal influence for the power pop (Styx, Kansas) that is so evident
today.
Influential in a way all their own, the Doors were continually
exploring and searching. Their inquiring, distrubing lyrics and
adventurous style makes inspiration to others their unmeasurable
importance.
While some others, like the Kinks, also did a lot of adventuring and
inventing, the Velvet Underground did much destroying. They
destroyed an incredible amount of musical and lyrical barriers.
Unpopular then because they were considered to be too bizarre, they
are now, by plausible arguments, given credit for being the source of
most punk and New Wave.
And finally, some real weirdos — profoundly experimental in so
many ways — The Mothers of Invention and Frank Zapa. Their music
should have dated badly, but because of its intelligent, provoking
satire, much of it remains a model often imitated — though rarely with
equal success.

AT THE
BOOKSTORE

Color
Enlargements
From Kodak, Focal, Fuji, and Fotomat films

:69
5x7

'1 99
8x10

Prices Good Thru 10-21-81
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High Frequency
A schedule of programming on KQAL
Wednesday:
Thursday:

9 p.m.
10 a.m.

Jazz Moods
The Jackson Street Cafe presents:
Coffee Toast and Jazz: Ted Curson

Snake Johnson
6 p.m.
8 p.m.
Friday:

7 p.m.

Saturday:

2 p.m.

The Henry Hull Show
Wings of Music presents:
The Acetate Review: Genesis Abacab
Schmidt presents:
Specials Lit: The Rolling STones
Wings of Music presents
The Classic Album Review:
Deep Purple Machine Head
KQAL Request Line 457-2900
Comedy Hour
The Taj Express
Knowledge For All
Sunday Night Softly
Across the Atlantic
Pabst presents:
Tracking Force: Neal Schon and
Jan Hammer Untold Passion
Health Tips
Emil's Place presents:
Country Funkin': Country Gazette

9 p.m.
6 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
9 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
7 p.m.

Sunday:

Monday:

Tuesday:

10:30 a.m.
9 p.m.

American and Clean
Weekdays:

6:10 a.m.
8:10 a.m.
8:30 a.m.

Johnny Holiday Sports
Johnny Holiday Sports
Local and Regional News, Weather,
and Sports
Mother Earth News

9:45 a.m.
11:45 a.m.
12:20 p.m.
12:30 p.m.

Graffiti
Rock Confidential
Local and Regional News, Weather
and Sports
Local and Regional News, Weather,
and Sports
Local and Regional News, Weather
and Sports
Local and Regional News, Weather,
and Sports

5:30 p.m.
Weekends:

12:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

Students learn directing
by Tim Donahue
Stop! Try it again from line 14,
this time with more inflection and
watch your hands.
Some students will be trying
their directing skills as they direct
short scenes of about 15-20 minutes
from plays of their choice. The
students are members of the WSU
Directing I class and direct the
scenes in approximately three
weeks for their final projects.
Dr. David Bratt, of the WSU
Communication/Theatre Arts
Department teaches the class as
both a lecture and lab-training
experience.
Bratt feels it is the director's job
to mold the actor into the character
invisioned for the play.

understand all the meanings and
symbols of the play," stated a
former student.
In most cases, the students in
the class are first-time directors.
One former director felt that the
director must concentrate on what
he wants from the character when
selecting the actor at auditions.
The mood of the play is
important when selecting a
particular scene. Richard Esvang,
WSU junior and student director
chose his scene because of the rage
and conflict contained in the play.
Esvang and John Blondell,
another class member. feel the

class teaches both the basics and
the complexities of directing a
play. "We are taught by the actors
as well as Dr. Bratt," added
Blondell.
The directing class is just one
step in many for some of the
students, whose ambitions range
from attending graduate school,
teaching dramatics to working as
an artistic director in a play house.
Students are invited to audition
for the directing scenes October 1920 at 3-5 and 7-9 p.m. in the
Dorothy B. Magnus Open Stage
Theatre in the Performing Arts
Center.

CARISCH THEATRES
CINE 4
CINE 4 ■
452-4'02

2ND AND MAIN

When observing the students'
final directing project, Dr. Bratt
will be mainly focusing on the
blocking of the scenes. This is the
movement and the relationship of
the actors to each other on the
stage.
Dr. Bratt feels the director must
ask himself the question, "Does
the action on stage take place in
such a way that if the audience was
deaf they could understand?"
when considering stage blocking.
"When directing a scene the
director must know the play
thoroughly. A director must read

2ND AND MAIN
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by Eric J. Norgaarden
Genesis has always been an
interesting band. They never seem
to please the critics but they have a
huge following which has allowed
them to explore a lot of territory.
Typical of most Genesis albums is
the idea of the epic or concept of
art through tone poems.
However, Abacab, their 13th
album in 12 years is not a concept
album at all. It is instead a batch of
potential singles.

big hit on either bandwidth. It's
another love story gone wrong. It's
painful, yet still romantic. The
entire band seems really inspired
by Rutherford's composition,
especially Phil Collins' vocals
which are some of his best on
record.

record." It wouldn't surprise me if
this was Genesis' last 1p.

1 0 % Off
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The last track on this 1p,
"Another Record," is anything but
inspired. Are these guys getting
bored with the idea of keeping
Genesis together?
Abacab is "like it or not, another

Hair
120 W. 4th
HUt Winona, MN
Good thru 10/31/81

The title cut is an engaging piece
with plodding rock improvisation.
It's hard though, to derive meaning
from it. What's an abacab?
The first single (released before
the album), "No Reply At All," is
similar to the rhythm and blues
material found on Phil Collins' solo
1p Face Value. It's so funky that it's
hard to believe it's Genesis. But
having heard Collins' 1p it doesn't
really surprise me. Collins'
influence is as huge as Peter
Gabriel's was before he left the
band in 1975. "No Reply At All"
will probably sell a lot of records
but many Genesis Fans will cringe
in disgust. One already has.

Seven Crown
4i& finA

uITh 91

Keyboardist Tony Banks' "Me
and Sarah Jane" is not one of his
more concrete compositions. It's
spacy, plodding and rather anticlimatic. It's two tales in one: first
reminiscing and then back to
reality. It's far too personal and
therefore not very clear.
Side two is much better. "Dodo"
and "Lurker" are tied together to
form a warning of urgency. With
talk of endangered species, "back
to the sea," big noise, black
smoke;" genesis. Hints of irony:
"dodo ugly so dodo must
die...minky pretty is minky must
die." The disco-like rhythm guitar
is meant to be a bit humorous but
the lyrics turn out to be so serious!
Then the surprise visit, the
"Iurker." This is art rock by a band
who's music belongs on an
endangered species list, too.
Even though Peter Gabriel is
long gone from Genesis, his
influence is evident on "Who
Dunnit?" Very similar to some of
the tunes on Gabriel's last two
albums, "Who Dunnit?" is newwavish and very synthesized. Very
British, indeed.
"Man On The Corner" is
definitely Phil Collins: melodic
alienation with a touch of r & b. It
is not unlike some of the things
found on Face Value and the last
Genesis album, Duke.
"Like It Or Not" is possibly the
best offering on Abacab. Guitarist
Mike Rutherford's effort could be a
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Sports
A fall tradition

The theory and practice of homecoming
by Brett Pyrtle
Imagine: a football field on a late
fall day. Add to the scene a pep
band, stadium decorations,
homemade floats, and two teams.
Now, slowly let your imagination
fill the stands with people.
Complete the picture with a
sprinkling of student royalty. By
now, the image should be clear.
The description is of a football
tradition called homecoming.
Homecoming is steeped in
tradition. The high point for every
high school and college in the fall is
the homecoming week, when the
local team returns from some far
battlefield. Yet, no one can recall
when or where homecoming began,
or why it has become such a fall
institution. It simply exists.
Homecoming, in my mind, has

always had two basic elements: the
football game and everything else.
But it is these elements working
hand-in-hand that make the
homecoming week special to both
players and fans.
Before last Saturday's game at
Maxwell Field, the pre-game
player warm-ups took a back seat
to the activities in the stands. The
small pep band vainly competing
with the rock and roll music issuing
from the press box loundspeaker.
The arrival of royalty. The arrival
of parents, brothers, sisters, and
girlfriends — with the assorted
introductions. Outside of the field,
the tailgate party was well
underway. It was almost a carnival
atmosphere, what with the color
and people and students hawking
their various wares like so many
merchants of Venice.

But, after a week of preparation,
the culmination of homecoming
was the game. People filled the
stands to see the business of
kicking, throwing, and fighting for
an oddly-shaped ball. A business in
which the home team had won only
one game in five tries. Yet, it did
not seem to make much difference.
The Warriors were warmly
welcomed by a packed house of
partisan fans.
Early in the second quarter and
trailing 6-0, the Warriors drove to
the Northern State 15-yard line.
But the Wolves stiffened on
defense and turned the Warriors
back on three successive plays.
Winona State settled for a Brad
Schmidt field goal. The crowd
shrieked with approval...
It is not that the number of fans
is much different from other

games, for it really is not. But it is
homecoming. It is a spark, a
heightened sense of excitement
that elevates the contest on the
field far beyond its actual value. It
is this natural high that people see
— win or lose — at the game.
The players, on the other hand,
have to be less idealistic. Despite
the ancillary hoopla surrounding
this weekend, it is their
homecoming that is at stake. They
surely recall homecoming of a year
ago, when they were embarrassed
41-7 by Moorhead State. A repeat
of that performance is something
the Warriors want to avoid.
Quarterback Dave Abens led the
Wolves to their second touchdown
by hitting four of five passes in an
impressive drive. After Chuck
Gallon's one-yard dive for the score
just before the half, the crowd

responded
with
muted
disapproval. The Warrior bench
was silent.
At the half, the crowd came to
life watching the performance of
the Warriorettes and a fire-baton
act. Then introduction of the
royalty took center stage. Football
is the only sport graced with the
presence of royalty, albeit elected,
every fall. How appropriate a
king and queen, their court, and
their Warriors doing battle on the
field.
The last half of the game is often
anti-climatic.
Most
of
the
homecoming activities have
reached their peak before or
during the first half. Floats have
been built, royalty have been
selected and crowned, parents,
Continued on Page 22

Late rally falls short as
Northern nips Warriors 20-10
Warriors a golden opportunity to
score.
However, the Wolves held. They
The Warriors bid to keep the
Northern State Wolves at bay fell drove the Warriors back on three
short last Saturday as they fell 20- straight plays, forcing the
10 in their homecoming game at Warriors to settle for a 43-yard
field goal by Brad Schmidt.
Maxwell Field.
In' the second quarter, the
The loss dropped the Warriors
to 1-2 in the NIC and 1-5 overall. Wolves again chewed up the clock
The Wolves boosted their record to in a nearly identical drive to their
2-1 in the conference and 4-2 " first one. Taking the ball on their
22-yard line, Northern State
overall.
The Wolves opened the scoring marched 78 yards in 15 plays.
Running back Jerry Henderson
with an impressive 15-play drive
that used over nine minutes of the went over from the one for the
first quarter. Quarterback Dave score, and the Wolves took a 13-3
Abens found tight end Tom lead into halftime.
After the game, Warrior head
Wensman all alone in the end zone
coach Myron Smith noted that
for an easy six points.
It looked as if the Warriors Northern State had "just
Warriors.
his
would -make a fight of it in the overpowered"
second quarter. On the initial play Perhaps the element of surprise
from scrimmage on that drive, was also a factor. In the third
backup
Wolves
Warrior quarterback Jack Marmon quarter,
Bertram
Rich
hit end John Haefferle for a 14- quarterback
yard gain. Warrior running backs connected on a 41-yard pass play
Mark Ballwanz and Reggie with receiver Mike Ellis for a
Johnson combined for 21 yards on touchdown. The play caught the
the next three plays to give the Warrior defense completely off
guard, and the Wolves put the
Warriors a second-and-six on the
Wolves 32-yard line. On the next game out of reach at 20-3 entering
play, Northern State was called for the fourth quarter.
The Warriors closed the gap to
pass interference to give the

by Pat Polster

20-10 with 9:35 remaining in the
final quarter, but it was too little
too late. Backup quarterback Steve
Speer completed 8 of the 11
passes on that drive, with a 15-yard
strike to wide receiver Richard
Scearce giving the Warriors their
only touchdown.
Scearce had an outstanding day
for the Warriors, in catching seven
passes for 113 yards. But the
Warriors could only manage 58
yards rushing on the day, with
Reggie Johnson leading the team,
as he gained 50 yards in nine
attempts. Steve Speer's passing in
the second half helped the
Warriors to a more respectable 157
total yards through the air.
Northern State pounded out 406
total yards, almost evenly divided
in a strong air/ground attack. Chuck
Gallon led the Wolves running
game with 60 yards in 23 carries.
Starting quarterback Dave Abens
contributed 48 yards on seven
completed passes.
This week, the Warriors will
travel to Duluth to face the
Bulldogs. The Bulldogs are
currently leading the NIC with a 60 record after edging St. Cloud
State last week 10-7.

Richard Scearce (above) hauls in a Steve Speer pass late in the third
quarter of the Warriors homecoming game against Northern State.
Steve Messling (#38) and Jim Althoff combined to bring down a Wolves
ball carrier in last Saturday's loss to Northern State at New Maxwell
Field. (Photos by Terri Poehls)
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Bar Rags upset Pe Pe Le Pews
for intramural championship
Last year's defending intramural
homecoming co-ed football
champions, the Pe Pe Le Pews,
were thwarted in their attempt to
gain back-to-back titles by losing
the championship game Thursday
afternoon 20-16 to the Bar Rags.
The path to the finals had been a
relatively easy one for the Bar
Rags. They shutout The Fish on
Monday and The Wave, last year's
championship runner-up, on
Wednesday. Their only close
contest came on Tuesday afternoon
against the Adams Family,
winning 21-14.
Being grouped in the other
bracket, the Pe Pe Le Pews needed
to win just two games to get back
to the finals. They did, defeating
the Mules and Assets 19-6
Tuesday, and the following day
downing the Bruise Bros. 34-13.
It looked as if captain Dave
Nesler and his Pe Pe Le Pew squad
were not to be denied, either, as
they rolled off to an 8-0 advantage.
They got on the score board with a
safety, sacking Bar Rags
quarterback Tony Cannon.
Moments later the Pe Pe Le
Pews increased their lead with a
10-yard touchdown pass from
quarterback Nesler to Chris
Presteman. The extra point try
failed.
Any thoughts of a Pe Pe Le Pew
runaway, though, were erased
quickly. On the very next play,

Laurie Coffey jaunted 50 yards for
the Bar Rags first score. Cannon
found Brian Brumm open in the
end zone for the point-after, and
they trailed by a point.
Ken Kratzenberg of the Bar
Rags were clearly pleased with the
performances turned in by the
female half of the team. "Although
our team matched up pretty evenly
with the guys on their team, I
thought our girls outplayed theirs,
and that was the deciding factor,"
he said.
Cannon put the Bar Rags in front
for good with a scoring pass to the
right corner of the end zone, and
although the extra point attempt
failed they led 13-8.
The Pe Pe Le Pew offense was
frustrated numerous times as
drives were stopped deep in Bar
Rag territory, and they had four
passes intercepted. In fact, their
defense scored as many times as
the offense did.
An example is a Barb Lea safety
that edged the Pe Pe Le Pews to
within a field goal at 13-10, and set
the stage for the game's suspensefilled ending.
With less than five minutes to
play, a Pe Pe Le Pew touchdown
that would have put them in the
driver's seat was called back on a
clipping penalty. If there was such
a thing as a turning point in the
game, that was it.
The Bar Rags took over, scoring

with under two minutes to play on
another Cannon to Brumm
connection. The point-after was
successful, and the Bar Rags lead
was a comfortable 20-10.
The Pe Pe Le Pews refused to
give up and in the next minute play
retaliated with a 15-yard
touchdown toss from Nesler to
Randy Storlie. But they ran out of
time, and WSU had a new co-ed
intramural football champion.
Rich Storlie of the Pe Pe Le
Pews summed up his squad's
feelings. "Of course I'm
disappointed. We would have liked
to end our collegiate career as the
co-ed football champions. But it
didn't work out that way and you
have to give them the credit. They
had a very fine team, too.

Homecoming
Continued from Page 21
alumni and students have met.
Only the score of the game remains
in question.
Midway through the fourth
quarter, Steve Speer replaced
Jack Marmon at quarterback. The
Warrior attack shifted to the air.
On the opening drive, the strategy
brought success as Speer hooked
up with receiver Rich Scearce for
six points. But on their next
possession, the well ran dry. Speer

was intercepted. The Warrior
bench and the crowd expressed
disappointment — and then fell
silent once more.
Imagine:
an
overcast,
threatening sky over a football
field. The field is silent and empty.
Only a scattering of discarded
programs, paper cups, and spilled
popcorn bear testimony that
something did indeed happen at
Maxwell Field this day. Complete
the picture with a scoreboard:
Northern State 20, Winona
State 10.

NIC Football Standings
L
T
All Games
Minnesota-Duluth 2
0
0
Moorhead State 2
0
0
Minnesota-Morris 2
1
0
Northern State
2
1
0
Southwest State 1
2
0
Winona State
1
2
0
Bemidji State
0
4
0
Northern State 20, Winona State 10
Minnesota-Morris 45, Bemidji State 15
Moorhead State 45, Mankato State 0
Minnesota-Duluth 10, St. Cloud State 7

W
6
5
4
4
3
1
0

L
0
0
1
2
2
5
6

T
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

The Warrior bench kept a watchful eye on play during last Saturday's homecoming loss to Northern State.
(Photo by Terri Poehls)
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Men's Golf fourth at MC meet Marston Coach of the Year
by Randy Winter
After this week's Northern Intercollegiate Conference golf meet
the WSU golf team walked away
with a fourth place finish, a golfer
in the NIC All Conference Team,
and a mentor named as the Coach
of the Year.
The team went to Moorhead
looking to take on both UM-Duluth
and Bemidji State. They also had
trouble from Moorhead State as
the team took fourth place, just 22

Date
10/17
10/17
10/14,
10/15
10/16,17

10/13,
10/17
10/17

strokes behind first place Bemidji.
At the end of the first day of
competition WSU was third, "but
the second day we lost ground,"
commented coach Marston. On the
last day of competition WSU took
second place, but it wasn't good
enough to make up for the lost
ground from the second day.
John Buck was named to the
NIC All Conference team after he
finished with a 229 total. Finishing
ahead of Buck were Medalist Tom
Waitrovich of Duluth with a 227,

Schedule of Events
Event
Site
Men's Cross Country at
St. Mary's College
NIC Conference Meet
Football vs.
Morris
U.M. Morris
Women's Volleyball vs.
Inver Hills and Rochester Rochester
Southwest State
Marshall
Mankato State
Mankato
Tournament
Women's Cross Country vs.
Winona
St. Mary's
St. Cloud State
St. Cloud
Sectional Ultimate
Winona
Championships

and two golfers who tied for
second, Gary Johnson of Moorhead
and Tom Ziemann of Bemidji, with
228's.
After Marston was voted Coach
of the Year for the NIC he said, "It
really relates right back to the kind
of kids you have on the team." One
of the reasons that Marston was
voted Coach of the Year was that
in the last couple of years the WSU
mens golf team has shown more
improvement than the other
schools in the conference.
Next year the NIC meet will be
held in Aberdeen, South
Dakota, as Northern State will be
hosting the competition. Marston
added, "We're going to be ready
for next year!"

Time
11:00 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.

Men's Basketball
Thursday - Oct. 15th
3:30 P.M.
New Memorial Gym
— Freshman,
Sophomores and
Transfers

Warrior defender prepares to knock down an attempted pass by
Northern State during last Saturday's contest at Maxwell Field. (Photo
by Terri Poehls)
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Worried About
Strike?

We as your professors are concerned about a number of rumors that have been spreading on the campuses of the State liniversity System about the status of faculty negotiations
with the Chancellor's Office. We want to set the record straight.
The Inter Faculty Organization(IF0), bargaining agent for the faculty at the seven
state university campuses, has been negotiating on the 1981 .-83 contract since December-10 months!.
Faculty negotiators saw very little movement over a period of eight months, despite
our best efforts. We moved into mediae on in August, and with the help of a mediator,
there has been some progress Because of the time, energy and money already expended
on this lengthy process, the WO wants to bring negotiations to a close by.October 10. If
that does not occur, our governing. body, the lEO Board of Directors, will make a decision
on the - next course to follow at its October 1 meeting.
We continue to stress that we want a negotiated settlement, since this would be in the best interest to faculty and students.

Here are some of the many issues still unresolved:
Salary: The' erosion of purchasing power in faculty salaries affects students as well as their professors. If salaries continue to fall behind the
cost of living, we are concerned that many will he forced to leave their
chosen profession—simply to make a living. And we will see fewer innovative, resourceful people choosing to enter our profession. The quality of
higher education—your education—will suffer the consequences.
The faculty made a salary proposal that would provide the average
faculty member with a moderate standard of living. To achieve this goal
would require the abolition of many inequities that presently exist in the
salaries paid to faculty. You should be aware that many students educated
in the State University System start careers with entry level salaries
higher than those earned by their professors. The vast majority of these
professors hold Doctoral and other advanced degrees and have many years
of teaching experience. These facts should help you to understand our frustration with the salary proposal from the Chancellor's Office. (Their
proposal is essentially one of across the board raises with no real commitment to eliminating Ihe inequities.)
Workload: The increasing enrollment, without additional faculty at
many of our universities results in large class sizes. That means less attention to individual students. We care about the quality of education you
are receiving.
Grievability:To us, grievahility is closely related to job security, which
in turn relates to faculty morale. Again, we are concerned that eroding
faculty morale will force many professors to abandon their chosen field,
and discourage others from entering. That again will affect you.
On a wide range of issues, including promotion and tenure, the faculty
is negotiating for the right to submit disputes between the faculty and the
administration to the judgment of a state-appointed arbitrator. We feel
that our status as professionals should give us a greater role in the
decision-making process on campus.

OUR CONCERNS ARE YOUR CONCERNS
SUPPORT YOUR FACULTY IN THEIR EFFORTS TO GAIN A
FAIR SETTLEMENT

rrERM
MINNESOTA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

